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Fast Numerical Integration of Relaxation Oscillator
Networks Based on Singular Limit Solutions
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Abstract—Relaxation oscillations exhibiting more than one time
scale arise naturally from many physical systems. When relax-
ation oscillators are coupled in a way that resembles chemical
synapses, we propose a fast method to numerically integrate
such networks. The numerical technique, called the singular limit
method, is derived from analysis of relaxation oscillations in
the singular limit. In such limit, system evolution gives rise to
time instants at which fast dynamics takes place and intervals
between them during which slow dynamics takes place. A full
description of the method is given for a locally excitatory globally
inhibitory oscillator network (LEGION), where fast dynamics,
characterized by jumping which leads to dramatic phase shifts, is
captured in this method by iterative operation and slow dynamics
is entirely solved. The singular limit method is evaluated by
computer experiments, and it produces remarkable speedup com-
pared to other methods of integrating these systems. The speedup
makes it possible to simulate large-scale oscillator networks.

Index Terms—LEGION, neural networks, numerical integra-
tion, relaxation oscillators, singular limit method.

I. INTRODUCTION

RELAXATION oscillations comprise a large class of non-
linear dynamical systems, and arise naturally from many

physical systems such as mechanics, biology, and engineering
[7], [25]. Such oscillations are characterized by intervals of
time during which little happens, followed by short intervals
of time during which considerable changes take place. In
other words, a relaxation oscillation system exhibits more than
one time scale. Among the most well known is the van der
Pol oscillator [24], [7], which admits two time scales when
a parameter of the system is chosen to be very large. The
periodic trajectory of the van der Pol oscillator is composed
of four pieces, two slow ones interleaving with two fast ones.

Neurophysiological experiments have revealed that neural
oscillations exist in the visual cortex and other brain areas
[4], [8], [19]. The experimental findings can be summa-
rized as the following: 1) neural oscillations are triggered
by appropriate sensory stimulation, and thus the oscillations
are stimulus-dependent; 2) long-range synchrony with zero
phase-lag occurs if the stimuli appear to form a coherent
object; 3) no synchronization occurs if the stimuli appear
to be unrelated. These intriguing data are consistent with
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the temporal correlation theory [13], [26], [27], which states
that in perceiving a coherent object the brain links various
feature detecting neurons via temporal correlation among the
firing activities of these neurons. A natural implementation of
the temporal correlationtheory is to use neural oscillators,
whereby each oscillator represents some feature of the object,
such as a pixel. This special form of temporal correlation
is called oscillatory correlation [30], [23], whereby each
object is represented by synchronization of the oscillator group
corresponding to the object and different objects in a scene
or image are represented by different oscillator groups which
are desynchronized from each other. Since the discovery
of coherent oscillations in the brain, neural oscillations and
synchronization of oscillator networks have been extensively
studied. A variety of models (see [23] for many references)
are proposed to simulate biological data as well as to explore
oscillatory correlation as an engineering approach to attack the
problem of perceptual organization and image analysis.

As observed by Spornset al. [22] and Wang [28], in order
for oscillatory correlation to be effective for achieving visual
scene analysis, it is critically important that synchronization is
achieved with local coupling only, because a globally (all-
to-all) connected network does not reveal the geometrical
relation among sensory features, which is essential for visual
perception. While most of the models proposed so far rely
on global coupling to achieve synchronization, recent stud-
ies have shown that relaxation oscillators can achieve rapid
synchronization among an oscillator population with just local
excitatory coupling [20], [30], [23]. In particular, Terman and
Wang [23] have proven that global synchronization with local
coupling is a robust property of relaxation oscillator networks.
Additionally, by using a global inhibitory mechanism, such
networks are shown to be capable of rapid desynchronization
among different oscillator groups. The network architecture
thus formed is referred to as a locally excitatory globally
inhibitory oscillator network (LEGION) [30]. To our knowl-
edge, LEGION is the only oscillator network that has been
rigorously shown to be capable of both rapid synchronization
and desynchronization. Thus, LEGION provides an elegant
computational mechanism for the oscillatory correlation the-
ory.

Although the rate of synchrony and desynchrony in LE-
GION is high in terms of oscillation cycles, numerical simu-
lations are still very expensive when dealing with real images
typically having 256 256 pixels or more. When pixels
map to oscillators in one-to-one correspondence, analyzing an
image typically entails integration of hundreds of thousands of
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differential equations. The nature of the relaxation oscillators
used in LEGION complicates the situation: integration steps
can be chosen relatively large to speed up integration during
time periods when little change occurs in the system, but
integration steps must be small during short periods when large
changes happen quickly. From the numerical analysis point of
view, a LEGION network is a stiff set of equations [1], [17].
A natural way of dealing with this kind of stiffness is to use
various techniques of adaptive steps [17]. Although the use of
adaptive steps can speed up integration considerably, it is still
by far not enough to deal with systems of sizes of real images.

In this paper, we show that a fast numerical method to
integrate relaxation oscillators can be applied when coupling
between oscillators mimics excitatory chemical synapses. Such
coupling between relaxation oscillators has been used in
a number of recent studies [20], [12] [32], as well as in
LEGION networks. The central idea is to solve the system
in the singular limit when the system evolves on a slow
time scale, and approximate the system when it evolves on
a fast time scale. This is possible because the system, in the
singular limit, naturally exhibits instants of fast dynamics that
divide time into intervals of slow dynamics. We note that
analytical results on LEGION are established in the singular
limit [23], thus our method, called thesingular limit method,
well approximates the dynamics of the relaxation oscillator
networks. The singular limit method results in a great deal
of speedup compared to traditional methods integrating these
systems.

In Section II, we provide the definition of a LEGION
network, and Section III describes the singular limit method.
Computer experiments and comparative evaluations are given
in Section IV, and some discussions are provided in Section V.
Though our analysis focuses on the LEGION networks, similar
analysis may be applied to other networks of relaxation
oscillators.

II. LEGION NETWORK

Our following description of a LEGION network closely
follows Wang and Terman [31], which is an extension of
the model of Terman and Wang [23]. Each oscillatorin a
LEGION network is defined as a feedback loop between an
excitatory variable and an inhibitory variable

(1a)

(1b)

Here represents external stimulation to the oscillator, and
stands for the Heaviside function, defined as if

and if . The term denotes the overall
input from other oscillators in the network, anddenotes the
amplitude of Gaussian noise. The mean of the noise term is set
to , which is used to reduce the chance of self-generating
oscillations; this will become clear in the paragraph below. The
primary purpose of including noise is to segregate different
input patterns.

The parameter is chosen to be a small positive number.
Thus, if coupling and noise are ignored andis a constant, (1)
defines a typical relaxation oscillator, similar to the van der

Pol oscillator. The -nullcline of (1) is a cubic function and the
-nullcline is a sigmoid function. If and , these

nullclines intersect only at a point along the middle branch of
the cubic when is small. In this case, the oscillator produces
a stable periodic orbit for all sufficiently small values of, and
is referred to asenabled[see Fig. 1(a)]. The periodic solution
alternates between silent and active phases of near steady-
state behavior. As shown in Fig. 1(a), the silent and the active
phases correspond to the left branch (LB) and the right branch
(RB) of the cubic, respectively. Compared to motion within
each phase, the transition between the two phases takes place
rapidly (thus calledjumping). The parameter determines
relative times that the periodic solution spends in these two
phases. A larger results in a relatively shorter time in the
active phase. If , the two nullclines of (1) intersect
at a stable fixed point along the left branch of the cubic [see
Fig. 1(b)]. In this case no oscillation occurs, and the oscillator
is called excitable. An excitable oscillator does not oscillate
but can be induced to oscillate by stimulation. An oscillator
is stimulatedif , andunstimulatedif . Because of
this dependency on, the oscillations are stimulus-dependent.
The parameter determines the steepness of the sigmoid, and
is always chosen to be small so that the sigmoid is close to
a binary function (see Fig. 1).

The variable , referred to as thelateral potential of the
oscillator [31], is defined as

(2)

where is a parameter, is the permanent connection
weight (explained later) from oscillator to , and is a
set of oscillators called theneighborhoodof . Both and

are thresholds, and is chosen between LB and RB. If
the weighted sum the oscillatorreceives from exceeds

approaches one on a (fast) time scale determined by
which is assumed to be (1). If this weighted sum is below

relaxes to zero on a slow time scale determined by,
with being (1). With initialized to one, it follows that

will drop below the threshold in (1a) unless is able to
receive a large enough lateral excitation from its neighborhood.
Note that in order to maintain a high potential a large number
of neighbors of must all exceed at the same time in their
oscillations.

The motivation behind the lateral potential is to remove
noisy fragments on an image. Through lateral interactions in
(2) the oscillators that can maintain high potentials are those
that lie at the center of an oscillator block corresponding to
an object. These oscillators are calledleaders. If an object,
being a noisy fragment, is too small no oscillator in its
corresponding block can become a leader, and the whole block
will stop oscillating after a beginning period. This is because
the Heaviside function in (1a) will become zero unless the
potential is maintained high.

A typical LEGION network for segmentation is two di-
mensional. The simplest case is a two-dimensional (2-D) grid,
shown in Fig. 2, where each oscillator is connected only with
its four immediate neighbors except on the boundaries where
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. Nullclines and trajectories of a single relaxation oscillator. (a)
Behavior of an enabled oscillator. The limit cycle is shown with a bold curve,
and its direction of motion is indicated by arrowheads. LB and RB denote the
left branch and the right branch of the cubic, respectively. LK and RK denote
the left knee and the right knee of the cubic, respectively. (b) Behavior of an
excitable oscillator. The oscillator approaches the stable fixed pointPI .

no wraparound is used. Generally speaking should be
larger, however, and when modeling a neuronal network
should take on the form of a Gaussian distribution with the
distance betweenand . The coupling term in (1) is given
by

(3)

where is the dynamic connection weight from to .
The summation neighborhood in (3) may be chosen differently
from that in (2), but the same choice suffices in this paper.
The Heaviside coupling between oscillators in (3) is used in
a number of recent studies on relaxation oscillator networks
[20], [12] [32].

The dynamic weights ’s are formed on the basis of per-
manent weights ’s according to the mechanism of dynamic
normalization [29], [31]. Dynamic normalization ensures that
each oscillator has equal overall weights of dynamic con-
nections, , from its neighborhood. We note that weight
normalization is not a necessary condition for the LEGION

Fig. 2. Architecture of a 2-D LEGION network. An oscillator, indicated by
an open circle, connects with four nearest neighbors with no wrap-around on
the boundary and a global inhibitor is indicated by the filled circle.

dynamics to work [23], but it improves the quality of synchro-
nization. Moreover, based on external stimulation can be
properly determined in one step at the beginning.

Finally, in (3) is the weight of inhibition from the global
inhibitor , defined as

(4)

where is a parameter. The quantity if for
at least one oscillator, and otherwise. Hence
represents a threshold. If equals .

The lateral potential makes it possible to distinguish three
types of stimulated oscillators: leaders as discussed above,
followers, and loners. Followers are those oscillators that can
be recruited to jump up by leaders in the same block. Loners
are those oscillators which belong to the noisy fragments. It
is clear that loners will not be able to jump up beyond an
initial period, because they can neither develop into leaders
and thus jump up by themselves, nor be recruited to jump
up because they are not in an oscillator block corresponding
to a major image region. The collection of all noisy regions
corresponding to loners is called thebackground, which is
generally discontiguous and not uniform.

Wang and Terman [31] have proven a number of rigorous
results regarding the system (1)–(4). These analytical results
together imply that loners will no longer be able to oscillate
after an initial time period and the asymptotic behavior of
a leader or a follower is precisely the same as the network
obtained by simply eliminating all the loners. Thus similar
analysis in Terman and Wang [23] applies, and implies that
after a number of oscillation cycles a block of oscillators
corresponding to a single major image region will oscillate
in synchrony, while any two oscillator blocks corresponding
to two major regions will desynchronize from each other.
This behavior is established for a robust range of parameters.
Regarding the speed of computation, in the singular limit the
number of cycles required for full segmentation is no greater
than the number of major regions plus one.

III. SINGULAR LIMIT METHOD

For static external stimulation, the system (1)–(4) can be
reduced to an iterated map. This follows from the observation
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Fig. 3. Limit cycle trajectory in the singular limit. In addition to the notations
in Fig. 1(a), LC and RC indicate the left and right corners of the limit cycle,
respectively.

that for typical system parameters the equations of motion
simplify and no actual integration is required in the singular
limit . The analysis of the system (1)–(4) has been fully
carried out in the singular limit [23], [31]. Thus the analytical
statements about the system are established when the system
is taken to the singular limit.

Consider a typical oscillator in the singular limit, and ignore
the noise term in (1a) for the moment. Let

, where is the total input to the oscillator. The-
nullcline has left and right knees at LK and RK

, respectively. As shown in Fig. 3, when the
limit cycle trajectory consists of four pieces: two slow pieces
lying on LB or RB and two fast pieces connecting LB and
RB. The slow pieces are obtained by introducing a slow time
scale and setting in (1)

(5a)

(5b)

Thus the two slow pieces follow the-nullcline. Motion on
RB and LB is constrained to the intervals and

, respectively. With a small value of as
required in the analysis [23], [31], the term in (1b) is
approximately either or , i.e., it can be treated as a
bipolar value. As a consequence the equations of motion for
the oscillator in the slow system reduce to

on RB (6a)

on LB. (6b)

The solutions to these equations are trivial.
The fast pieces are obtained simply by setting in (1)

(7a)

(7b)

Relative to motion on the two branches, the two fast pieces
correspond to instantaneous jumps from LK to a right corner
of the limit cycle at RC or from RK to a left corner
at LC , as illustrated in Fig. 3 [cf. Fig. 1(a)].

To sum, the trajectory of the oscillator in the singular limit
reduces to motion determined by (6) when the oscillator is in
either the active phase or the silent phase, and instantaneous
jumping between the two phases. Since within either phase

, motion is entirely determined by the slow variable
, defined in (6). There is no need to solve the equations of

(1). Given the value of and the branch of the nullcline, it is
straightforward to compute if its value is needed (see later
discussions regarding displaying system output).

For the LEGION network, we observe that the coupling
term does not change between jumping instants, while it
changes at jumping instants. In (3), is chosen between the
two outer branches of the cubic [23], [31], so that
is one if oscillator is on RB, and zero if is on LB. Thus
the Heaviside function does not change its value unless a
jump occurs. Furthermore, the parameteris (1) so that
the dynamics of is on the fast time scale. The only possible
time for to change its value is when a jump occurs. Thus,
remains a constant between two consecutive jumping instants.

For the lateral potential , the argument to the outer
Heaviside function is a constant between jumping instants.
The choices for and entail that increases on the fast
time scale and decreases on the slow time scale. In the fast
system, (2) reduces to

(8)

which approaches one if the outer Heaviside is one and
remains unchanged otherwise. If , as chosen in [31],

updates its value with a slightly slower rate than jumping
of oscillators so that the lateral potential of an oscillator is
updated after all oscillators have jumped. This condition is
used here. In the slow system, (2) reduces to

if outer (9a)

if outer (9b)

Here (9a) holds because the outerdoes not change its value
in the slow system. Solving (9b) is trivial. It is possible that
the lateral potential drops to belowin (1a), and leads to a
nullcline shift during the evolution of the slow system. But
precise times of updating a potential do not matter, and we
can limit such updates to when jumps occur. The only effect
of doing so is to speed up or slow down the evolution of an
oscillator by a fraction of an oscillator cycle.

The above analysis concludes that all the relevant infor-
mation to an oscillator changes only at the times when the
oscillators jump from one branch to the other. At these times,
the couplings between the oscillators turn on and off, the
global inhibitor updates its value, and so do lateral potentials.
The time instants at which jumping occurs naturally divide
time into intervals, within each of which the total input to an
oscillator, , remains a constant. Thus within each interval
the system can be solved. To numerically solve the system, we
only need to know when a jump occurs and which branch an
oscillator is on in order to set the couplings correctly. In other
words, we only need to compute when jumps will occur to
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TABLE I
OSCILLATOR STATE CONDITIONS

correctly model a LEGION network. The following numerical
integration is now obvious.

Singular Limit Method of LEGION
0) Initialization

0.1) Set each according to external input, and
.

02.) Form dynamic weight according to per-
manent weight , and .

0.3) Randomly start oscillators on LB by choosing
randomly in [ ].

0.4) Set .

1) For each oscillator compute the time to
its closest knee (left or right), .

2) Find the oscillator with the shortest time, , to
its knee.

2.1) Advance each oscillator by .
2.2) Jump to its opposite branch.

3) Jumping. Iterate until no jumping occurs in an iteration.
For each oscillator do the following:

3.1) Update its nullcline by computing its .
3.2) If is at or beyond its updated knee,jumps

to its opposite branch.

4) For each oscillator update its lateral potential.
5) Go to Step 1) until done.

Some remarks on these steps.
In Step 3) we note that in choosing these initial condi-

tions it is possible to get antiphase solutions with only local
excitatory coupling, as pointed out by Kopell and Somers
[12]. Such antiphase behavior occurs similarly in the singular
limit method. However, the basin of attraction to antiphase
solutions is much smaller than to synchronous solutions, and
antiphase behavior is rarely seen in computer simulations with
our method or other methods (for example the Runge–Kutta
method) with . It was shown in [12] that the stability of
antiphase solutions to a certain extent relies on the condition
that oscillators have different speeds of motion along different
cubics. This condition does not hold in LEGION because a
small in (1b), as hypothesized in [23], [31], leads to almost

equal speeds of motion along different cubics. This observation
partially explains why antiphase behavior rarely occurs in
LEGION even with arbitrary initial conditions. In any case,
one can avoid the antiphase situation entirely by starting all
the oscillators on LB only from LK up to the lowest excited
knee. This way, there will be no accidental antiphase behavior
between oscillators in the same block. But to limit initial
conditions in a tight zone may slow down the segmentation
process because the rebound mechanism discussed in the
remark on Step 3.2) below can cause accidental synchrony
temporarily.

In Step 1) and Step 2.1), there is no need to actually compute
the times, which involves a logarithm. The solution to (6) is

On the slow time scale(t) relaxes to where on
LB and on RB. Jumping occurs when ,
its value at the knee, where on LB and
on RB. The time to reach the knee is given by the expression

and

The order of , and and the branch determine
what an oscillator can do. The conditions are summarized in
Table I. The iteration of the map needs to take these state
conditions into account when determining the next step. Note
that we do not consider the case of , whereby the knee
intersects with the-nullcline at exactly one point. This case is
a special one, since the sole intersection point is also a saddle-
node bifurcation point of the system, and the system is highly
sensitive to noise in the neighborhood of the bifurcation point.
For LEGION to exhibit its proper behavior of synchronization
and desynchronization, this case is also eliminated [23]. In our
numerical method we assume that or , to avoid
the bifurcation point. For the interested reader see [11] for a
recent discussion of the dynamics at such a bifurcation.

Step 1) is determined by the limit cycle oscillators, hence
for all .

Once we have found , then it is simple to update the
trajectory of each oscillator
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So, no computing of logarithms or exponentials is required.
For the lateral potential,

if outer

if outer

The parameter in (1a) can be chosen carefully so thatis set
to one. In this case, . The criterion for
choosing should be that it takes about an oscillation period
to decay the value of from one to below . See the remark on
Step 5) for how to estimate the period of oscillations. Again,
no computing of exponentials is required.

Since we only track the slow variable,, we need a binary
variable for each oscillator to keep track of whether it is on
LB or RB. Similarly, each oscillator has its own value of
which must be maintained carefully to correctly compute.

Step 2.2) reflects the role of noise in desynchronization.
As discussed in [23], [31], the noise term in (1a) serves to
desynchronize the oscillators of different blocks that are very
close to each other, thus reducing the chance of accidental
synchrony. We approximate the effect of noise by jumping
only the oscillator which arrives at a knee first, which is done
in Step 2.2). The noise term is omitted in (5) and (7) because
noise prohibits analytic solutions. Thus, Step 2.2) embodies
the major effect of the noise term, even though noise is not
explicitly included.

Step 3) is an iterative step where much of the action in the
LEGION network takes place. Although much is happening,
it is on the fast time scale, and this step in the singular limit
corresponds to a single time instant. The actual jumping of an
oscillator involves reversing the binary variable that records
which branch the oscillator is on, and does not change its
value. When an oscillator jumps (up or down), its input to the
oscillators in its neighborhood needs to be updated. Also, its
input to the global inhibitor and the global inhibitor,, itself
are updated immediately. In other words, the jumping of the
oscillator will shift the cubics of its neighboring oscillators
and possibly others through. The cubic shifts may trigger
further cubic shifts and jumps, and phase shifts spread out.

This step terminates eventually when in an iteration step no
jumping has occurred. This termination condition is correct on
the basis of the observation that of an oscillator remains
the same if no oscillator has jumped in the previous step, and
it will remain the same in the next step, and so on. To repeat,
although the step may take many iterations, it takes an instant
in real time.

In the test of Step 3.2), we allow a certain error window
when considering if an oscillator is at or beyond its knee.
This will reduce unnecessary computing when oscillators are
synchronized but do not have exactly the samevalues due
to floating point errors and so on. Also, we do not consider
the “turn-around” mechanism which, as discussed in [23],
facilitates the process of desynchronization. In order for turn-
around to take effect, several parameters must be chosen
carefully.

We note that global inhibition, in addition to serving to
desynchronize, also has a role to synchronize [23], [31]. This
happens when the sudden release of global inhibition raises the

-nullcline of every oscillator, and oscillators from different
blocks may jump up simultaneously and thus synchronize. This
mechanism of synchronization is often referred to asrebound
[16].

In Step 4), according to (8), is set to one if the outer
Heaviside in (8) is one. Otherwise there is no change to.

In Step 5), a useful criterion for ending the numerical
computation is the total time after cycles of oscillation as
measured by

where is the total phase shift in theth cycle. The times on
LB and RB are given by [see the remark on Steps 1) and 2.1)]

(10a)

(10b)

respectively. Here it is assumed that a typical enabled oscillator
travels between and , where

. A typical set of parameters (see Section IV):
, and , gives

, and a total period . According
to Wang and Terman [31], the system (1)–(4) exhibits a
segmentation capacity,, the maximum number of segments
that can be separated. The segmentation capacity roughly
corresponds to

if (11)

We note that the above explicit calculations of , and
, are done here for the first time. These equations give

further analytical properties of general LEGION networks.
According to the analysis on the speed of LEGION segmen-
tation mentioned in Section II, a sensible stopping criterion is

.
The above method is derived without considering the

variable. However, the values better indicate the phases of
the oscillators. Thus, the variable should be used to display
the oscillator activity, as done in [23], [31]. Given a value of

and which branch the oscillator is on, thevalue can be
found by solving the following cubic function:

Let . After straightforward calculations (see [21]),
we have for

on LB
on RB

where . Note that has different values
when the oscillator is on different branches. For or

, we have
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Since values are needed only for display purposes, some
computing time can be saved when the cubic function is
approximated by a piecewise linear function leading to

on LB
on RB.

IV. COMPUTER EXPERIMENTS

To compare with traditional numerical methods, we have
conducted extensive computer experiments on the singular
limit method. Recently, Wang and Terman presented simula-
tions of a 50 50 LEGION network, as defined in Section II,
using the fourth-order Runge–Kutta method. The Runge–Kutta
method is commonly used in simulating relaxation oscillator
networks (see, among others, [20], [23], and [6]). To have
a controlled comparison, we experimented with the same
network using the same input pattern as in Wang and Terman
[31]. The input image to the network consists of three objects,
designated as the “sun,” a “tree,” and a “mountain,” which
are mapped to a 50 50 grid shown in Fig. 4(a). Each little
box in Fig. 4(a) corresponds to an oscillator in the LEGION
network. To test the utility of the lateral potential in eliminating
noisy regions, Fig. 4(a) is corrupted with a 20% noise so
that each uncovered (unstimulated) box has a 20% chance
to be covered, resulting in the image of Fig. 4(b). Fig. 4(b)
is the input to the network, and is exactly the same as in
[31].

The network configuration is the same as in [31]. In the
simulation, is simply the four nearest-neighbors with no
boundary wraparound. For a stimulated oscillator ,
and for an unstimulated oscillator . The permanent
connections between any two neighboring oscillators are set to
2.0, and the total dynamic connection is set to 8.0. Notice
that if oscillator is unstimulated, for all
according to dynamic normalization, andcannot oscillate. In
[31] the amplitude was set to 0.02, representing a 10% noise
level compared to the external input. The following values
are used for the other parameters in (1)–(4):

and . When using
the singular limit method, the following parameters are not
needed: . The rest of the parameters have
the same values as in [31].

Fig. 4(c)–4(f) shows the instantaneous activity of the net-
work at different times of dynamic evolution. Here, a black
circle represents theactivity of an oscillator, and its diameter
is proportional to , where
and are the minimum and maximum values of all
the oscillators, respectively. Fig. 4(c) is the snapshot at the
beginning of system evolution, included here to show the oscil-
lators’ random initial positions on LB. Fig. 4(d) is a snapshot
shortly after Fig. 4(c). Synchronization and desynchronization
are shown clearly: all the oscillators corresponding to the
“tree” and its immediate neighbors are entrained and in the
active phase; all the other stimulated oscillators are in the
silent phase. Thus the noisy “tree” object is separated from
the rest of the image. Fig. 4(e) shows another snapshot shortly
after Fig. 4(d). Now the oscillators corresponding to the noisy

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

(j) (k)

Fig. 4. (a) An image with three patterns, as mapped to a 50� 50 LEGION
network. If a square is entirely covered by the input, the corresponding
oscillator receives external input; otherwise, the oscillator receives no external
input. (b) An input image resulting from (a) corrupted with 20% noise. (c) A
snapshot at the beginning of system evolution. (d)–(f) Subsequent snapshots
taken shortly after the system starts. The above simulation includes the lateral
potential, whereas the simulation in (g)–(k) does not. (g) A snapshot at the
beginning of system evolution for the simulation without the lateral potential.
(h)–(k) Subsequent snapshots taken shortly after (g).

“mountain” are in the active phase, and desynchronized from
the rest. At yet another time shown in Fig. 4(f), the noisy
“sun” has its turn to be in the active phase and separates from
the rest of the image. The successive “pop-out” of these three
segments continue in a stable periodic manner until the input
image is withdrawn.

To illustrate the role of the lateral potential, the same
network has been simulated with the Heaviside term in (1a)
set to one. Typical snapshots of the network are given in
Fig. 4(g)–4(k). Fig. 4(g) shows the random initial positions
of the oscillators on LB. After a short beginning period, the
network exhibits a stable periodic behavior with four segments.
These four segments are successively shown in Fig. 4(h)–4(k).
It is clear that, without the lateral potential, the network cannot
distinguish between major regions and noisy fragments, and as
a result, major regions generally cannot be segmented apart.

To show the entire process of synchronization and
desynchronization, Fig. 5(a) displays temporal activity of all
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TABLE II
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON

the stimulated oscillators for the case including the lateral
potential. Unstimulated oscillators are omitted from the
display because they remain excitable always. The oscillators
corresponding to each noisy object are combined in the
display, and thus appear like a single oscillator when they are
synchronized. The upper three traces of Fig. 5(a) represent
the three oscillator blocks corresponding to the three objects,
respectively. All the loners corresponding to the background
are combined together, and their activities are shown in
the fourth trace. Because of the inability to develop high
potentials, these loners quickly stop oscillating even though
they are enabled at the beginning. The bottom trace of
Fig. 5(a) shows the activity of the global inhibitor. Due to
the display resolution, some time instants at which the global
inhibitor is inactive (i.e., ) are not captured in the figure.
These instants occur when a block jumps down while another
block jumps up. From Fig. 5(a), it is clear that synchronization
within each block and desynchronization between different
blocks are both achieved in less than two cycles.

For the purpose of comparison, Fig. 5(b) gives the corre-
sponding temporal activity of the network when the fourth-
order Runge–Kutta method is used (see [31]). Fig. 5(a) and
5(b) has the same duration with respect to the slow variable

, from to . The number of cycles is comparable
in these two cases. Because of , synchronization in
Fig. 5(a) is perfect. Recall that in Fig. 5(b). Also
it takes three cycles to separate the “sun” block from the
“mountain” block in Fig. 5(b), but only one cycle in Fig. 5(a).
This is because the former depends on noise to segregate two
blocks that happen to be synchronized, and is thus not as
reliable as Step 2) of our method. In a sense, the singular limit
method is more faithful to the conditions of the mathematical
results of LEGION [23], [31] becauseis taken to the singular
limit. But it cannot be chosen too small in other methods;
otherwise computer simulation will be exceedingly slow for a
network that is not too small.

Table II provides performance comparisons between the sin-
gular limit method and the fourth-order Runge–Kutta method.
The performance has been evaluated on an HP 735 work-
station, and the numbers in Table II are computing times
automatically recorded in seconds. We distinguish two cases,
one including the lateral potential and the other excluding the
potential. As expected, the inclusion of the potential slows
computation by about more than 30%, and this is so for all
cases. In our method, we further distinguish between the case
where a cubic equation is solved in finding avalue for dis-
play and the one where a piecewise linear equation is solved.
The piecewise approximation cuts down computing time by
about 40%. Overall, the singular limit method is more than 100

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. Temporal activity of every stimulated oscillator. (a) Results generated
from the singular limit method. (b) Results generated from the fourth-order
Runge–Kutta method (from [31]). In either (a) or (b), the upper three traces
give the combinedx activities of the three oscillator blocks indicated by their
respective labels. The fourth one gives thexactivities of the loners, and the
bottom one gives the activity of the global inhibitor. The oscillator activity
is normalized in the figure, and the global inhibitor is displayed accordingly.
Both simulations correspond to the same period fromt = 0 to t = 36.

times faster than the fourth-order Runge–Kutta method. When
the piecewise approximation is used, our method is more than
160 times faster.

Since the recording of values is for display purposes only,
it is useful to compare the two methods when the computing
time spent on generating system output is excluded from the
comparison. Table II also lists the times for the singular limit
method when no recording is performed. The times for the
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Runge–Kutta method stay about the same with or without
recording, since writing display values occupies only a

tiny fraction of the overall execution. The speedup in this
case is 245 times. This speedup better reflects the underlying
computing methods for numerical integration.

An important property of LEGION is that it exhibits a
segmentation capacity. To show that this property holds in the
same fashion, we reproduced an experiment in [31], where
an image with nine major regions is presented to a 30
30 network. These nine binary patterns together formOHIO
STATE, as shown in Fig. 6(a). Then 10% noise is added to
the input in the same way as in Fig. 4. The resulting input
is shown in Fig. 6(b), which is the same as in [31]. The
parameter choices are exactly the same as in [31]: the same
parameter values are used as in Fig. 4 except for . The
results of the simulation are given in Fig. 6(c)–6(h), in the
same format as in Fig. 4. Fig. 6(c) shows the snapshot when
the network starts. Shortly after that, the network segments the
input into five segments, which pop out alternately as shown
in Fig. 6(d)–6(h). Out of the five segments, three aresimple
[Fig. 6(d)–6(f)], each corresponding to a single block, and
two are congregate[Fig. 6(g) and 6(h)], each corresponding
to more than one block. The behavior of the network is
fully consistent with that reported in [31], both yielding a
segmentation capacity of 5. This capacity is consistent with
the analysis in Section III. Notice that (11) points to ways
by which the capacity can be increased by varying certain
parameters, say, increasing. Notice also that synchrony
between different blocks in a congregate segment is caused
by rebound.

V. DISCUSSION

The relaxation oscillator used in LEGION is similar to
the van der Pol oscillator, and its dynamics is also simi-
lar to numerous other oscillators that have been proposed
to model neuronal behavior. Exemplar models include the
FitzHugh–Nagumo equations [5], [15], and the Morris–Lecar
equation [14]. These models can all be viewed as simplifica-
tions of the Hodgkin–Huxley equations [10], which describe
the membrane potential dynamics and spike generation of
a typical neuron. We thus expect that the singular limit
method proposed here can be applied to simulating a variety
of relaxation oscillator networks. Indeed the method has
recently been applied by Campbell [2] to integrate large
networks of relaxation oscillators up to sizes of 250 000
oscillators, each of which is somewhat different from that
defined in (1). Although the prototype of our analysis and
derivation is a two dimensional network, the method trivially
extends to networks of other dimensions. This is because
the algorithm is formulated without specific reference to
network dimensionality. Similarly, our method is applicable to
networks with a neighborhood beyond nearest neighbors.

The singular limit method differs from the original system
(1)–(4) in three main aspects. First, the method needs a central
clock to keep time, resulting in a synchronous update for all
units of the network. We note, however, that synchronous
update is necessary for all iterative numerical methods of

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h)

Fig. 6. (a) An image with nine patterns, as mapped to a 30� 30 LEGION
network. See the Fig. 4 legend for notations. (b) An input image resulting
from (a) corrupted with 10% noise. (c) A snapshot at the beginning of system
evolution. (d)–(h) Subsequent snapshots taken shortly after (c).

integrating differential equations. Second, Step 2) in our
method needs comparison among a set of values. The original
version did not compare among oscillators, but instead let them
evolve on the slow time scale until one reaches a jumping
point first. The computation in Step 2) amounts to winner-
take-all competition, which has been extensively studied in
neural networks. See [3], [9], and [18], among others for
different versions of winner-take-all networks, all of which are
parallel computation. Third, the external input to an oscillator
is considered a constant between two consecutive jumping
times in the singular limit method, whereas it can vary all
the time in the original version. Because of this, for image
segmentation our method is limited to input images that do
not vary constantly. Additionally, our method is derived under
the condition of Heaviside coupling between oscillators [20].

To speed up computation, Wang and Terman have proposed
an algorithm based on LEGION dynamics [31]. Their algo-
rithm observes the jumping behavior, and keeps track of the
ordering between alternating blocks. However, there is no
temporal evolution in the algorithm, and no tracking of the
detailed oscillator position on its trajectory. Also the right
branch in a limit cycle becomes a single point, RK. As a
result, the algorithm represents only a crude approximation
to LEGION dynamics. In contrast, the singular limit method
is firmly based on the analysis of LEGION dynamics in the
singular limit . Other approximations to the original
equations are all well founded, such as approximating the
term by a bipolar function when is small. Thus, within
the parameter regime that produces proper synchrony and
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desynchrony in a LEGION network, the singular limit method
is a highly accurate numerical approximation to its dynamics.

To conclude, we have presented a numerical method—the
singular limit method—to integrate relaxation oscillator net-
works. The method is derived based on the analysis of network
behavior in the singular limit. Our method is a combination
of analytical solutions and iterative operations, leading to a
great deal of speedup compared to commonly used integration
methods. The method is fully specified for LEGION networks.
The dramatic speedup makes it possible to model large-scale
oscillator networks and to analyze real images by oscillatory
dynamics.
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